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THE CROSSOVER CONNECTIONS
Partners of the kin of birth.
Now that you have organized your knowledge of the Tzolkin and grasped the cyclical nature
of time, you may proceed to search for your roots in the Calendar and then relate that wisdom to
yourself.
To make the task easier for you I will use my kin of birth (kin 233) as an example. Follow me
and act analogically, using your data. For the exercises you are going to need your galactic certificate,
Key to the Calendar, the up-to-date 13-moon calendar and the Tzolkin grid, which can be found at the
end of the book.
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We begin with marking the seven crossover connection kins on the
Tzolkin grid. Note that people whose kins of birth are assigned to the
mystical column have only four partners

A.

The kin of birth (central kin):
Kin 233, Red Crystal Skywalker
White Wind Wavespell

The goal: regain inner freedom, blaze trails for others, attract
knowledge form higher dimensions, set the border of knowledge,
gradually rise higher, join in cooperation, and organize the mental
grounds.
It could happen that your kin of birth or your partners’ kins are
assigned to a galactic portal activation day (dark squares in the Tzolkin).
Know that on galactic portal activation days the cosmic gates
open up to let in powerful energies on the Earth, which are to guide its
evolution onto the right track. I wish to emphasize that this is guiding not
manipulating. The respect for human free will applies to any form of
intelligence, even to ‘God.’
If you were born on a PORTAL ACTIVATION day, you perform a supportive function (the
so-called ‘piano tuner’). No matter what you do, it is more important that you are. Right from the
awakening, which is the moment when you become aware of your role on the Earth, every ‘piano
tune’ is a subject to the Law of Time and there is no way back anymore. You can either consciously
cooperate in working towards realization of the progressive program of Time or challenge it. In the
other case, however, the consequences will manifest themselves almost in an instant. This is the
responsibility you have yourself accepted by your present incarnation. Remember, that the karmic
resources have been inaccessible since 1987.
Thus depending on your sensitivity, on portal activity days you can subconsciously perceive
their energies, but you should not judge this phenomenon. It is enough to know, to feel, to be aware of
the harmony with the guiding energies. Do not anticipate anything on those days or hold any
subconscious expectations, let yourself be surprised and only draw conclusions at the end of the day.
All the misfortunes that happen to us on portal activation days are vital information about what
escaped our attention, where we went too far or squandered our chances.
If you grasp the significance of portals and relate the kin of birth to your family, environment
and work, you will understand why you had chosen to be born on a portal activation day and what ‘the
stars’ expect from you.

B. Guide of the kin 233:
Kin 105, Red Magnetic Serpent
1. Its position in the crossover connections is above the central kin.
2. The seal of the guide is accompanied by the first tone, which means that the guide represents the
wavespell.
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Position
of the kin of birth
in the wavespell
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Position of the guide in the Tzolkin
(always with tone 1)
the same seal
first seal of the next wave of the same color
first seal of the second wave
first seal of the third wave
first seal of the fourth wave
the same seal
first seal of the sixth wave
first seal of the seventh wave
first wave of the eight wave
first seal of the ninth wave
the same seal
first seal of the eleventh wave
first seal of the twelfth wave

3. The kin guides with tones 1, 6 and 11 have the same seal as the kin of birth.
The table will help you find the guide kin. Check it in the table ‘The Wavespells’ at the end of the
book.
4. The guide kin remains your guardian and advisor for all your earthly life. It holds an unlimited
power and an enormous action force your ego will not be able to resist. The task of the guide kin is
to supervise the accomplishment of the destiny program, support in hard times, provide guidelines,
and show the way leading towards the aim in all possible ways.
Whenever the guide wavespell appears in the 13-moon calendar (every 260 days), each day, for 13
days, the guide will give you some very important information, addressed directly to you. Mark this
period of time in your diary and observe what happens then.

C. The analog partner of the kin 233:
Kin 246, White Crystal World Bridger
1. Its position in the crossover connections is on the right from the kin of birth.
2. The analog partner has the same tone as the kin of birth: tone 12 and therefore the same character
features and similar personality.
tone

Crystal

grounds

function

personal features

mental

stabilizing:
attract everything that is possible and by
doing that establish the ground for
harmonious communication; organize
information, create the atmosphere of
cooperation; join in the dialogue with others;
share knowledge and observations at the
common table; bring harmony into life; find
optimal solutions; organize group work, not
hindering anyone’s access to those groups

analytical mind; prudence;
perceptiveness, supersensory
perception - insight into other
worlds while holding to the Earth
at the same time; expert eye; clear
head; impartiality;
honesty; integration with a
particular field, environment or
group

3. In mathematical logics the solar seals are encoded in 0 to 19 scale,
i.e. Dragon = 1, Wind = 2, Night = 3… Storm = 10, Sun = 0.
The sum of the code of the seal of birth and the analog seal is always 19.
Skywalker with the numerical code of 13 + World Bridger with the code of 6 = 19
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The analog kin can be read straight from the Tzolkin grid by finding the appropriate tone in the row of
its seals (the same applies to other partners).
4. The color relations between the seal of birth and the analog seal: white and red or yellow and blue
(see Annex: ‘Table of Colors’).

Kin 233, Red Crystal Skywalker – the white and red relation
The Red Color
forerunners:
blaze trails; discover new spaces; mark the
boundaries of knowledge; take all precautions;
do not meddle in other people’s karmic fields
quality:
one of the most dynamic and innovative colors;
introduces movement; initiates the start into the
New;
shows
consequences,
outcomes;
represents the impulse of will
(male aspect)

The White Color
ordering forces:
clear the area, smooth the road, introduce order and
discipline; organize things; take challenges
quality:
one of the most consequent and radical colors;
interweaves meanings into things, refines what was
only moved by the red color, introduces values onto the
scene (female aspect), therefore BEWARE!

5. The analog seal is always assigned to the same planet as the seal of birth, which means that they are
both responsible for the information flow, the so-called solar-galactic breath. The information
exchange between our galaxy and our solar system takes place in two ways: by inhalation (solar or
internal energy) and exhalation (galactic or external energy). Every day two in twenty seals - the
central and the analog seal - related to the same planet and perceived as a unity – play major parts in
conveying information and initiating the inhalation and exhalation.
The potential created inside the Solar System planets manifests itself in the inhale phase. In the
exhale phase the information from the planets is conveyed outside, first to the Sun (the Mayan
Ahau) and then through the Sun to the galactic center (the Mayan Hunab Ku, see The Mayan Factor,
p. 48 and 106). The planet responsible for conveying the solar and galactic information is Mars. To
put it simply you can assume that the creative potential sent from the solar Mars will find its
manifestation in the Skywalker’s consciousness, thanks to the World Bridger. Then, if the potential
is recognized, the Skywalker will pass it on to the galactic Mars, the planet will send it to the Sun,
and the Sun even further to the galactic centre. In this way, the positive actions of every awakened
being expand both individual and group consciousness.
Observing personal and other people’s experiences on a day of the analog energy brings information
on whether you support or disturb solar-galactic circulation.
6. The analog partner is a soul mate, a twin of the kin of birth. A great similarity of patterns in both
seals is a characteristic feature.
Red Skywalker
White World Bridger
functions:
functions:
regain inner freedom; free from karmic free from what is no more significant; end up spiritual
relations; get to know new spaces
polemics; abandon old habits; practice perseverance;
explore the problem of separation (e.g. phenomenon of
death, loss of property or lost lawsuits)
qualities:
qualities:
perfectionist; innovative; popular; quick- forgiving; devoted; introducing changes; stimulating
witted; observant; social justice fighter; transformations; full of devotion; trustful; helpful in
tactful; incorruptible; resolute; persistent; freeing from the past; modest; humble; versatile; anchored
hard-working;
introducing
novelties, deep in the spiritual and holding to the Earth at the same
rebellious; a mystery for family and friends
time; with a sense of togetherness; committed to the cause,
loyal friend

The analog partner might be a particular man, a source of energy or the energy of a day. The
partners might be related in terms of karma or have similar tasks in their lives. The kin of the analog
partner remains in direct resonance to the kin of birth. It is worth doing to mark the day of the analog
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partner’s kin, as everything that happens on that day conveys information from someone who wishes
you well.
On a day of the analog energy all positive feelings, lucky coincidences and situations will tell you
what your strong points are and what you should base your future actions on. Whereas the negative
sensations will be a hint that there is no harmony between you and your analog kin, that your ego
disables free energy circulation and the results of your willful, reckless actions will affect not only
your life, but will also be visible within a greater spectrum of the group consciousness.

D. The antipode partner of kin 233:
Kin 103, Blue Crystal Night
1. Its position in the crossover connections is on the left from the kin of birth.
2. It has the same tone as the kin of birth, meaning the same features of character and a similar
personality. Since this is your reflection, it shows the qualities of your character that you most
probably deny and the tasks you do not want to take up. For the kin 233 this is tone 12.
Tone:

polar features of character

[+]
analytical mind; consideration; supersensory
perception; insight into other worlds while holding
onto the Earth; expert eye, impartiality; honesty;
integration with a particular field, environment or
group

[–]
manipulating people; abusing his social status;
neglect of hazards; lack of will to understand the
laws of causality; unruly ego; discouragement;
susceptibility to diseases that leave long-lasting
traces

3. In mathematical logics (code 0-19) the difference between the seals is 10.
Skywalker coded 13 - Night coded 3 = 10
4. The position of the antipode partner on the Tzolkin grid is130 kins from the kin of birth, so it is on
the opposite pole of the 260-unit Tzolkin matrix.
kin 233 – 130 = kin 103
or kin 233 + 130 = 363 – 260 = kin 103
5. Its task is to keep balance. By stirring your life field, the antipode partner motivates you to revive
the memory potential fast asleep in your subconsciousness. While challenging you, extending
tensions to the maximum, rising obstacles and showing contrasts, the antipode forces your reaction
– searching for means of prevention, ways out, optimal solutions and either launching an attack or
setting up for defense. Those forces typically emerge in a tense situation – as a particular person or
energy. Nevertheless, it always helps you stir from your lethargy, which usually comes as an
unpleasant experience. Although this is your antagonist, his aim is to appeal to your reason so that
you could find your golden mean and try to keep it.
6. Color relations between the seal of birth and the antipode seal: red and blue or white and yellow
(see Annex – ‘Table of Colors’).
The red color
forerunners:
blaze trails; discover new spaces; mark
boundaries
of
knowledge;
take
precautions; not meddling into karmic
fields of others
quality:
one of the most dynamic colors; sets in
motion; initiates the start into the New;
shows
consequences,
outcomes;
represents an impulse of will (male
aspect)

The blue color
healers:
modifications; tests in life; experiments; make changes, test
various options; transform what was set in motion in the white
color; mediate in communication between dimensions
quality:
one of the most creative, lively colors; allows any experiments,
transformations, changes; openness, interest in the world and
courage to try are important here, not the final results; the blue
color does not judge in terms of ‘good’ and ‘evil’, ‘successful’
or ‘unsuccessful’; it represents natural energy (child aspect)
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7. The day of the Antipode kin is worth marking in your
diary as everything that happens on that day is
information from somebody trying hard to introduce
balance into your life.
8. The antipode partner and the kin of birth belong to one
solar family (see galactic birth certificate field B).
The solar family of the kin 233:
the Signal Family (see Annex).
Once in the whole 52-year cycle, when you enter the 27th
year of your life, your antipode partner has his great
show, lasting the whole year (from birthday to birthday).
In the field B of your galactic birth certificate, find the
column with the seal and tone of your antipode partner.
Depending on your age, think of what happened in that
period of time or be aware what the future will bring,
what challenges it can mount and in which grounds of
your being: spiritual, physical, emotional or mental. Your
antipode kin will convey this information. Do not forget
to check which tone the kin of that year is assigned to.
The 27th year of life is very important for every person.
This is the turning point, when you are kind of forced to
choose the way of development either consciously,
following your Higher Self, or according to the
instructions of your ego. Be prepared that your smart ego
will surpass itself to overshadow any option that is
inconvenient. Not to cause misunderstandings I wish to
clarify that the ego is a necessary, very helpful and
irreplaceable tool in your development.

E. The occult partner of kin 233:
Kin 28, Yellow Ordering (Lunar) Star
The occult quartet consists of:
kin 28, kin 33 and kin 228

1. The position of your occult partner in the
crossover connections is below your kin of
birth.
2. The sum of tones of the kin of birth and
the kin of your occult partner is 14.
Skywalker 12 + Star 2 = 14
Every kin (apart from the 20 kins of the
mystical column) is assigned to the so-called
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occult quartet. The position of the occult partner on the TZOLKIN grid is diagonal to the central kin.
The symmetrical mirror reflections of both kins mark positions of the remaining kins of the quartet.
The sum of tones in a quartet is 28. All positions of the quartet are on the plane of a square or a
rectangle.
Kin 233: Skywalker 12 + Star 2 + Skywalker 7 + Star 7 = 28
3. In mathematical logic (code 0-19) the sum of the seal of birth and the occult seal is 21.
Skywalker with the numerical code of 13 + Star with the code of 8 = 21.
4.The color relations between the seal of birth and the occult seal: yellow and red or white and blue
(see Annex: ‘Table of Colors’).

The red color
forerunners:
blaze trails; discover new spaces; mark
boundaries of knowledge; take precautions; not
meddling into karmic fields of others

The yellow color
teachers:
enlightenment; help in development; spread the spirit
of TIME; power of achievements, manifestations and
fulfillments; develop intuitive intelligence; draw
conclusions; reap what has been sown
quality:
quality:
one of the most dynamic colors; sets in motion; one of the most teaching, cooperative colors; the
initiates the start into the New; shows power of achievements shows here; the final result is
consequences, outcomes; represents the impulse worked out; represents the energy of consciousness (
of will (male aspect)
spiritual aspect)

5. The occult partner represents some mysterious force, something hiding in the background, buried in
the past, a sudden element or aspect. The occult energies (partner or quartet) strengthen human and
planetary holon.
6. The occult energies watch over the establishment of the balance between individual and group
consciousnesses, represented by the occult quartet and by the process of reflections (mirror images),
and thus enable returning to the ancient source. Introducing the balance is essential, since we have
been separating too much from group consciousness and enclosing in our individual consciousness
for ages. Appearing suddenly, the energy tests your maturity and by using provocations it checks
whether you supply the group consciousness field with your positive aspects or litter the field. The
point is that you should be able to become one with the group without standing out and manifesting
your individuality and simultaneously keep your personality free from masks.
Just like the antipode partner, who motivates you to focus on your inner life, the occult partner helps
you find the golden means between your present consciousness and group consciousness. To put it
another way, the occult partner shows the level of your consciousness in relation to group
consciousness (against the background of a particular group). His energy always supports creative
expression. Thanks to that, you can, out of your free will and clamping down on your ego, start
working with the group and for the good of the group without losing your individuality.
For the Skywalker 12 (kin 233), who should learn how to deal with every situation, the mirror of the
level of individual consciousness is Star 2, that is self-control tested in conditions of challenges and
provocations (tone 2). Whereas the reflections of group consciousness are all kins of the quartet, i.e.
freedom, group discipline harmonized with the conscious and voluntary self-discipline, without
bans, orders, and regulations.
On the days of occult energies pay special attention to the tricks played on you by your ego – the
wish to impress, reactions to people, intolerance and tolerance (but not leniency), complexes,
shyness, etc.
Negative sensations or irritation on days of the occult kin will pinpoint your fallacies in reasoning
and the wrong pattern of thinking.
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7. The kins of birth numbered 121-140, that in Tzolkin are assigned to the seventh column, do not
have the help of the occult quartet. Their occult partner seal is placed within the mystical column.
The sum of both seals is 21 (code 0-19).
These personalities are strong, oftentimes quite mysterious and do not seem spiritually awaken (but
these are only appearances so do not judge!). However, they play vital roles in particular families,
environments or social groups. If you can find such a person in your environment, your ego will
most probably take over and start speculating or playing mental tricks. Therefore, do not try playing
a ‘detective’, you will not discover anything creative anyway.
8. How can you cooperate with the occult energy?
Try to remain in your center by staying in between your individual and group consciousness to drift
neither toward an individual (false authority – you or some other person) nor a group one
(fanaticism, enslavement).
Standing in the center, you can always reach for the energetic quality of the occult partner, who in
cooperation with your free will can make it possible for you to get out of the field of individual
consciousness. Then you could become creative while stepping into the field of the group
consciousness, for the sake of the group, with no poses and no tricks of your ego. All these actions
will happen naturally, without your losing individuality, having to give up or making painful
sacrifices. On one hand, the occult energy will take care of you as an individual consciousness, for
you to remain creative within the group without standing out. On the other hand, it will watch over
you not to get absorbed by the group consciousness and lose your individual creativity. At any
moment you are free to choose where you want to stay: in an individual or group field. The decision
rests entirely with you. If you grasp the role, sense and meaning of the energies of your occult
partners you will feel safe in any community. Since that moment no one will secretly sell you his
suggestions. You will abandon the exaggerated safety measures, wearing talismans, gripping on
amulets in your pocket. Your own occult consciousness will protect you, because you are one with
your occult partners. They know how to hide. They have been doing that all their lives. They
emerged all of the sudden and you wonder, “Who is it?” That is you and your spiritual wisdom but
you do not want or cannot listen to it. Once the mystery has been unraveled, you know where your
strength lies. The Law of Free will is the cosmic law and as such is indisputable. Express your will
mentally and no one and nothing will be able to break it. Consciously expressed will is a magic
spell, feared most by the modern trainers of fear.
9. As an interesting side note, I can add that until 1987 the spin (260 units of Tzolkin) rotated
clockwise. Although it constantly transported energy from the source, we were continually brought
further from it because of the turn right. That in consequence enabled various manifestations of
individualities on the Earth and creation of strong forms of ego. This generated the common sense of
separation from the source. Together with the isolated program of the terrestrail creation process our
occult spin of the program of Time ran parallel but counterclockwise, bringing us closer to the
galactic source. In Latin occulto means: in secret, mysteriously, invisibly. Only a few, the so-called
initiated, knew their way back home. The source itself produced this curtain. Otherwise, the
energetic potential would not be allowed to enter the Earth.
The turning point was 1987, the moment of coupling, called Harmonic Convergence. From that
moment, the energy of spin started flowing freely to the left, illuminating the picture, which made
the insight possible for us. This is exactly what the wavespell in the Mayan Circle stands for.
Whereas the movement to the right, mentally sends us away from the source, making the image
denser, but this movement does not exist anymore. I can add as an explanation, that the transitional
period lasted for about 5 years. Since June 1992 the artificial program was finally disconnected,
hence such great changes in the world. The old program, though not present in the spiritual portal,
still functions in people’s consciousness. It resembles an accumulator that cannot be charged as the
source of electricity ceased to exist.
At present the energy information sent on the Earth, after transformation can return to the source in
a cycle of cosmic circulation – the inhale /exhale cycle or Alpha (from the source) and Omega (to
the source) spin. The inhale /exhale is done by the mystical column of the Tzolkin. The energies of
your occult partners show you the process of reflections on the way back to the source. Thanks to
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them, you are able to see how the primary impulse (program) manifested itself on the Earth and
what you should do to illuminate it not obscure.
Those of us who are aware of the existence and the role of the fourth dimension are now prepared to
start a life in its primary 5-dimensiality. In the year 2013, it will become a common reality for the
mankind. Only then will our history cease to be a burden.
The occult energies are a fractal of the program of Time, or the current of time, in which many of us
have something to ‘fix’. That is why the energies keep drawing our attention to the things we are to
refine on the path of our spiritual and energetic development. Your personal sensations, such as the
sense of helplessness or discouragement will hint that you did not do your old ‘history’ homework.
If your kin is in the mystical column, your ego will definitely have to surrender. Otherwise, you will
not have your homework passed. The mystical column is like a spine. If you have got there, which
could not have happened accidentally, you are a channel holding a great responsibility. Your ego is
not allowed to upset the flow. There is no time for it. The occult energies will not yield because they
hold responsibility for keeping the balance between your “Individual Manifestation” and the
“Integrity of the source.”

Genesis and the castles of Time
Now, that you understand the roles of your occult partners, try to grasp the whole panorama. You
can plainly see your roots, in what cycles of the genesis and the castles your star seed sprouted, how
many assistants you have and who your examiner is (the yellow leading force of the castle).
Example:
Kin 233, Red Crystal Skywalker, incarnated in the Moon Genesis (transformation of the collective
mental force) and the Green Castle of Cooperation (coupling of the Earth with the Universe). That
means his mission is to prepare humans (planetary kins) for moving into the new phase of
evolution in 2012/2013. The preparation concerns rebuilding of both individual and group
consciousness, understanding the power of thought, self-control, responsibility for words and
actions. The task of the Crystal Skywalker is to designate practical tools pre-tested by him. Only
then will he be credible and able to rouse the others.
The transformation of the consciousness always starts from the basis and for this sake the guide,
the antipode partner and the occult assistants to the Crystal Skywalker have gathered in the Dragon
Genesis. Blazing trails (the red color) will involve numerous challenges and a great action to clean the
world (the white color). The Skywalker is reminded about it by his antipode partner (Crystal Night,
intuition, the language of dreams) and the guide (Magnetic Serpent, body language), which is
watching him from the White Castle. Whereas he will take life exams, intelligence and fearlessness
tests before the Self-contained Warrior (the leading force of the White Castle). The Skywalker needs to
watch out, as the commander of the castle is a strategist (tone 4) and his weapon is wisdom not a
sword.
The Red Crystal Skywalker has come to terms with his emotions, his nerves and psyche are strong.
Therefore, he has not developed roots in the Monkey Genesis. He also does not have to sow and grow
the seed of love on the fields of the Yellow Castle of Ripening. This lesson is already behind him. He
knows how to love and forgive selflessly and when to say “yes” and “no” - even if he is in love. Thus,
he should not be surprised that on 12 February 2001 the Yellow Sun chose him to be entrusted with
performing such a responsible task, which is making the planetary kins aware (establishing of
PULSAR Publishing House, kin 40 – ‘Three Suns’). Therefore, he should always be on the lookout, as
any slip-up counts three times. He has no fear. He trusts and knows that the Sun does not punish but
rewards with consequences, so he is hard to break. He came to the Earth with a great spirit on the
White Wind Wavespell. Whoever opened him the gates to the earthly world, will remain a secret
forever, since the Crystal Skywalker dos not know the hour when he was born. The “clock of time”
could tell him that.
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Tzolkin and the I Ching
This part will help you relate the knowledge about connections between the TIME and genetic
code to your individual scheme of birth. As a conscious time traveler you know, that Tzolkin relates to
the world just like genetic code of the I Ching to life. This regularity was discovered by Jose Argüelles
during his long studies on the Sacred Calendar of the Maya.
The 260 kins of the TZOLKIN modulate 13 pulsations of the galactic tones with the 20 archetypes
of our Solar System, called solar seals. Together they form a four-dimensional order of TIME,
understood as a program. The 64 among the 260 kins of the Tzolkin correspond to the 64 hexagrams
of the I Ching.
The 64 hexagrams define the ordering structure of life and have their biophysical equivalents in
DNA and RNA genetic codes. However, the hexagrams themselves belong to the spiritual grounds,
where they represent the galactic structure of the life order.
The 64 hexagrams, as a subtle genetic code, are connected with higher dimensions by the fourdimensional electric body, encoded in the 260 kins of the Tzolkin. This way a net is created that links
our three-dimensional body to the information from other dimensions. The 64 galactic runes are
responsible for the proper information exchange and for keeping on course but you will learn about
from other books.
Before, our genetic code contained only a small part of the diversity of the galactic codes. Since
for thousands years we had lacked the light or electric body, which meant we had not had contact with
them, we had not been able to attract our code of information life from higher dimensions.
It was only the reactivation of the fourth dimension that gave us an access to our electric body (holon)
and in this way opened before us the gates to the abundance and fullness of life. The point of
transformation became the TZOLKIN. With its help we can reach the plane of information not only in
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the fourth, but also in the fifth dimension. The basic requirement for joining higher dimensions is
restoring connection with our subtle double, the electric body. The information of the13 tones and 20
seals is stored in our genes. The Time and genetics are constantly in touch. The thing becomes a
genetic code after it takes on some features and gets defined. Genetics is the granary, the place where
the features are stored.

The 65 harmonics in resonance with the 64codes of the I Ching
The four subsequent kins in the Tzolkin, which form one operative unit designate the rhythm of
the harmonics. The 65 harmonics, encoded in the 260-unit Tzolkin (260:4=65), run in both directions,
that is from kin 1 to 260 and from 260 to 1 (see picture F).
Each of the harmonics, except for the harmonics 33, corresponds to one of the 64 codons of the I
Ching (codons are the elements of DNA, 64 code words; the three-dimensional presentation of the I
Ching as 6 continuous or broken lines). This way, thanks to the codon, an access to personal
harmonics is created, that is to your four-dimensional DNA code. An interesting fact here is that while
counting the other way (depending on the position of the personal harmonics, either from kin 1 down
or from kin 260 up), the position of the twin harmonics points to ‘the occult codon,’ where your occult
partner is.
Harmonics 33 takes a special position – the center of the TZOLKIN. Counting both ways it
remains in the same position: 33. Four kins that are assigned to this harmonics - Moon 12, Dog 13,
Monkey 1 and Human 2 – are the essence of the Tzolkin and the galactic spin rotates around them.
The interaction of harmonics 32 and 34 is unusual. Codons 13 and 7 are assigned to them.
Harmonics 31 and 35, connected with codons 4 and 49, complement the seventh column of the
Tzolkin.
The structure and order of codons in the Tzolkin shows that two codons linked to a particular
harmonics are reflections. Codon 1 corresponds to codon 2, codon 23 to 43, codon 27 to 28. An
assignment to a particular harmonics is the consequence. I would like to refer to The Mayan Factor
(see table, pp. 96-97) everyone who would like to extend his or her knowledge perspectives and find
about the historical trend he or she is genetically linked to.
Additional sources of information are 8 trigrams assigned to the Tzolkin: TIME – BREATH - JOY
– HEART – VISION – TEMPLE – ENERGY – SPACE. The 260 kins stand for the left and right brain
hemisphere. The left hemisphere: Time – Breath – Joy – Heart; the right hemisphere: Vision – Temple
– Energy – Space. The seventh column presents the core. We will be coming back to that issue in the
successive books.

An interpretation of the personal harmonics.
From the pattern of your galactic certificate (below field B) you can see the four kins of your
personal harmonics and the time cell connected with this harmonics. This is your galactic PIN. The
seals that belong here always show up in a particular order of colors: red, white, blue, yellow. The
yellow kin always governs the actions of each of the 65 groups. The level of interaction of the
harmonics is established by one of the five time cells: INPUT (ENTRANCE), STORE (GRANARY),
DEVELOPMENT (PROCESS), OUTPUT (EXIT) and MATRIX (PATTERN). Whereas individual
scopes and functions are designated by seals and tones assigned to them. The yellow kin sets the
tempo and dynamics of action. The yellow kin is the boss here, an expert on genetics and the fourth
dimension. The name of the cell of time comes from the name of the tone of the yellow kin, e.g.
Magnetic, Ordering, Electric.
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The order of appearance of the cells of time is unchangeable:
INPUT:
STORE:
DEVELOPMENT:
OUTPUT:
MATRIX:

the TIME potential brings certain treasures to the Earth; initiation
gathering in the information bank of what has been brought to the Earth;
anchoring of the theme
developing of what has been gathered in the bank; initiating the process
expressing what has been developed; the outcome of the process
the outcome becomes the primary pattern, which as complete fulfillment will
be given at the disposal of the next harmonics.

The task of the harmonics is to support the process of healing and CLEANING that reaches deep
into our DNA genetic codes. There are 65 such codes in the Tzolkin. Every person out of the 6 billion
inhabitants of the Earth is assigned to one of them. Before you say it is nonsense, let me remind you
that we and our planet Earth are one living organism. An individual human being is one of the cells of
this body, in most cases unfortunately “cancerous”. The 65 harmonics represent the DNA of the fourth
dimension. The 64 hexagrams of the Chinese I Ching are their archetypal equivalents.
Since you are a planetary kin, if you star working with the harmonics cycles, you will soon clean the
canals connecting you to your holon (the electric body) in the fourth dimension. The next step will be
the activation of your original galactic codes, written in the light body in the fifth dimension. You will
get there by holding to the path of your chromatics, with the help of the clan you are assigned to.
Cooperation with the harmonics means working with the consciousness, in the same way as working
with the energy of a day. Mark in the 13-moon calendar the date when your personal harmonics
appears (4 kins).
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Example: kin 233, Red Crystal Skywalker (see picture A).
Harmonics 59: Ordering (Lunar) Output
Assigned kins: Skywalker 12, Wizard 13, Eagle 1, Warrior 2.
Harmonic 58: Spectral Development
Harmonic 59: Ordering Output

The task of harmonics 59 (Ordering Output), led by the Yellow Warrior 2 (kin 236) is to realize
potential in the physical grounds (tone 2), developed by harmonics 58 (Spectral Development),
commanded by the Yellow Man 11 (kin 232). By refining the potential left from the previous
harmonics and driven by the forces of the free will and the experience of the Yellow Man 11 (kin 232),
harmonics 58 (kin 229, 230, 231, 232) relieved tensions and broke the emotional blockages (tone 11)
in the karmic fields (kin 229). The outcome worked out by harmonics 58 became the setout point for
harmonics 59. Its group has to summon up courage to take many life challenges (tone 2) if it wants to
preserve on the Earth the potential given to it and not fall into the trap of the three-dimensional world
of matter. Following the intuitive knowledge and the reason of the Yellow Warrior, the harmonics
should not get intimidated, provoked to fight or give in to temptations lurking on this way. The task of
the Red Crystal Skywalker (kin 233) is blazing trails for the whole team (the red color). Bringing
others into cooperation e.g. lawyers (White Wizards), visionaries and strategists (Blue Eagles), he
should mentally grasp the area (tone 12) like a real celestial scout. The Skywalker holds a great
responsibility. He needs to be watchful not to lead the group gathered around him into the slavery of
ego or onto someone else’s karmic field. To become the whole himself, he should activate the code of
law and order, honesty and selflessness of the Cosmic Wizard (kin 234), the code of vision,
responsibility and planetary consciousness of the Magnetic Eagle (kin 235) and the code of intuitive
intelligence, diplomacy and courage of the Ordering Warrior (kin 236). The activation of the codes is
only the beginning, the first step in an initiation into maturity. Then he has to take numerous exams,
tests and trials prepared by the galactic gremmie and tested in earthly conditions. His exams last 52
years, he can spend the rest of his life correcting what he has failed.
To make the situation more interesting, harmonics 59 initiated the Crystal Skywalker in the first
part of his galactic code of destiny. The subsequent years of life will unfold its consecutive parts. That
will last until he reaches the age of 52.
Relating the type of work done by Hanna Kotwicka, the Red Crystal Skywalker, to her harmonic
code of destiny (harmonics 59), you can see for yourself how she carries out her tasks.
If you are still not satisfied with the knowledge you have, we have something up our sleeves – an
insight into information, written in the two codons of the I Ching, where the personal harmonics is
assigned. Although I am not an expert on I Ching, its wisdom suddenly enlightened me. It was on Oct,
8th, 2004, on the day of the Red Galactic Skywalker, when preparing for the workshops of the second
degree I reached for a book by Pu R’Tsy Yang, I Ching, The Book of Changes (published by Auguria,
2000), which I had completely forgotten about. I got it from the author during Johann Kössner’s
seminar in Warsaw on June, 7th, 2003. (kin 105, Red Magnetic Serpent - the kin of my guide: I have
only just discovered that!).
Kin 233, Red Crystal Skywalker
Harmonics 59, codon 3 and 50 (see picture F)
What does I-Ching say? A quote from the Book of Changes by Pu R’Tsy Yang:
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Hexagram 3. THE GROWING TORMENT
The image:
There is a river over a thunder. Geyser. Growing difficulties. The chosen one takes control of the chaos,
carefully organizing his life.
The judgment:
Success. Follow your own path. No time for action. It is possible to get somewhere. Think all your moves over.
Be like a leader but do not depend on yourself only. It is good to have people to help you.
Interpretation:
The meeting of the two contradicting worlds will cause chaos. You ought to be persistent in the time of disorder.
Take this chaos as a challenge and an appearance of some new, incredible, and fascinating opportunities.
Nevertheless, it is not easy to take advantages of them. You need to break through the defense walls of your
consciousness first. Yet, your persistence and indomitableness will guide you. The premature, unprepared
actions will not be effective. However, do not wait passively. Bring your mind to order and start acting,
gathering your backup of people who are able to help you.
Lines:
1. Dilemmas cause difficulties. Follow your path. Appointing people to help you is an advantage. You have
encountered an insurmountable obstacle. Do not push forward. Wait, while gathering troops and reinforcing
your positions. Remember to keep your mind on the aim.
2. He mounts a horse, but it does not mean moving forward. Someone has abducted the team of horses, but there
is no robber. The suitor comes and courts her. The girl is innocent. She remains faithful and rejects him. She
will be engaged in ten years’ time. You stop, surrounded by difficulties. You meet an unexpected ally.
Burdened by worries, you find it difficult to guess his intentions. You think them evil. Although his intentions to
help you are honest and his offer tempting do not get involved and refuse, as you may get drawn into even
more serious problems. Wait until you assume greater control over your fate. It might take a long time,
because the whole cosmic cycle needs to pass. Only then will everything return to the right place. The time
when you can take thorough delight in your partner will also come then.
3. Following a deer without the gamekeeper will only lead you deeper into the forest. The chosen one notices
omens on his way, so he stops, aware of the dangers awaiting him. If you proceed, you will be sorry. You are
in deep water. You lack experience in fights on unknown grounds. You will get lost, wading blindly forward,
without the guide. You need to retreat and wait for better times. If you do no step back, the frustration and
humiliation will be awaiting you.
4. Someone has abducted the team of horses. The horses are back. He gets on the horse but does not move
forward. He looks for the suitor’s help. He aims at the relationship. Everything favors.
You are in trouble. You should take some action, but you are alone and have no means. You need to conquer
your feeling of self-importance and seek support. The help is probably near you. Find it. Make the first step,
do not fear humiliation and join forces with someone significant, near you. Then everything will take the right
course.
5. It has problems with generosity. It is successful in small things if you remain on your path but it forebodes
misfortune in serious matters if you do not step off your track. Your intentions are good, but the people
around do not understand them. You need to act carefully, taking small steps and not carrying out elaborate
plans until you get the confidence of the others. In this way you will have influence on your life and your
situation will improve.
6. Someone abducted the team of horses. The horses are back. He gets on the horse but he does not move
forward. The tears of blood fall. You are lost and your situation is hopeless. There is no way out. It happens
when he wants to mount a horse but is too weak and lacks power. You feel tormented by an inability to act.
You have got terribly entangled .You have plunged into chaos and confusion. Your frustration is so deep that it
paralyses you completely. You must not give up without taking up a fight from the very beginning. If you
surrender, the small problems will become insoluble. This attitude is ridiculous.”

This is exactly how my life proceeded; this is how the Mayan knowledge found its place in
Poland. The beginnings were very difficult – lack of experience, boycott by certain environments,
unexpected help from someone significant, jealousy in the family, friend’s dishonestly, gullibility,
slanders, partners anticipating material benefits only, lack of understanding, rejection of tempting
offers.
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And what was hiding at the opposite pole, in the position of the occult partner? What does The Book of
Change say to that? Here is another fragment from the book quoted above.
Hexagram 50: THE RITUAL CAULDRON
Image:
There is fire above the wood. The ritual stake is on fire. The chosen one checks his situation, stabilizes it to make
the sacrifice possible.
Judgment:
An excellent move. A great success.
Interpretation:
The ritual cauldron represents both the material foundation of things and their spiritual superstructure.
Although the spirituality bases upon the material grounds, nevertheless, it plays the superior role and can
manipulate the material basis. However, both factors are necessary for the proper functioning of a human being.
Thanks to spirituality, the man connects with the heavenly world, thus anticipating the future of humankind.
Aware of that he knows that the superstructure of culture serves spirituality and human development; therefore,
accepting his place in reality and staying humble he may live his life twice as happily, in its both spiritual and
material aspects.
Lines:
1. The ritual cauldron turned upside down. It is good to clean it from dry food leftovers. The acceptance of the
concubine because of the baby. No guilt.
He holds the wrong position and is lower than he should. He can change that humiliating situation by beating his
breasts and acknowledging the fault. You need to clear yourself consciously and the fate will forgive you. You
should not give up and doubt the possibility of improving the situation.
2. The ritual cauldron filled with food. They are jealous but unable to do any harm. Fortune.
He is so strong and unblemished so his success that stirs up jealousy cannot be undermined. He should not pay
attention to the selfless envy and show his sense of superiority to them.
3. Changing of the handles of the ritual cauldron. The activity has stopped. The best morsels have been eaten.
When the rain falls, it will clean and bring relief. The sense of guilt will disappear. This is fortune.
The external conditions make it impossible to make use of prosperity. He has grasped the essence of action, his
intentions are clear, but he does not use them. The worthiest things are not used. Not to waste the good achieved
you should wait for the most favorable conditions and stay true to yourself. As soon as the situation changes, you
will be able to move on and achieve your aim.
4. The legs of the Ritual Cauldron are broken. The food spills out and dirties the prince. The defeat.
He took on a burden too heavy for him and it was impossible for him to carry the heavy weight of responsibility
that finally crushed him. The tasks were beyond his strength, experience and character. He was not mature
enough to challenge them. Though predestined to great actions he did not manage to take them. He has
desecrated his priceless treasure; he has wasted his “cubic centimeter of happiness, the present from the fate. He
has lost everything while he could have achieved so much. A quote comes to mind here: “churl, you had a
golden horn, now you are left with a rope”.
6.The Ritual cauldron has golden handles. Follow your own path.
He has reached his harmony and grasped the essence of happiness. His happiness is permanent. His actions are
in harmony with the natural course of things. Now he can make use of his priceless food and make an offering of
it to the humankind. He should find partners who will help him spread his treasure of wisdom.
7. The ritual Cauldron has the handles of jasper. It is very fortunate. Each move is successful.
After overcoming his fear and reaching the clarity of vision, he holds the power. He is a man of knowledge. He
has gained it and his comprehension is permanent. Having the power, yet he goes beyond himself, refrains from
using it and this is how he achieves the freedom to act. He can pursue his goals.”

I can only add that these words were written for me and about me. These are the meanders of my
path. Ups and downs. Family struggles. Attempts of manipulation. Coming into the vicinity of magic.
Envy. Difficult life choices. The lack of car. Help from heaven. Club meetings with Friends of the
Mayan Calendar. Our common success, mine and yours. Today, thanks to you, no one will bring harm
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to this knowledge. PULSAR Publishing House (established Feb. 12th, 2001) is now almost four solar
years old (acc. the 13-moon calendar) or five galactic years old (acc. the 260-day Tzolkin).

revolution

THE SOLAR CYCLE OF PULSAR
Grounds

spiritual
1.

attracting the
theme

physical

365-day cycle

connections

Magnetic
Arcturus
12.02.01 – 11.02.02

Ordering
(Lunar)

2. challenges and
natural
12.02.02 - 11.02.03
selection

Orion

emotional
3.

movement
and
the supporting
tools

Electric
Pleiades
12.02.03 – 11.02.04

mental
Self-existing
4. strategy and
the vision of
goal

12.02.04 – 11.02.05

Sirius

spiritual

Leading (Overtone)

orientated

12.02.05 – 11.02.06

5.

Arcturus

events
publishing of The Guide and The Key to the
Calendar (vol. I and II); Compendium, music
Solar Seals; promotion of the books in the R.
Ulman society; the presentation of the Mayan
Calendar at the congress, commemorating 10
years of “Biopol” in Rynia; first workshops in
Opole; accusations and boycott of the books by
“authorities” in the esoteric field – the calendar
and J. Kössner are made up by H. Kotwicka;
outcome: the knowledge of the Maya enters
Poland
publishing of The Mayan Oracle and Vegetarian
Life; the first article in The World Unknown
magazine; Johann Kössner’s first seminar in
Warsaw;
outcome: supporters and critics emerged; some
environments feel threatened – the arrival of J.
Kössner deprives them of the arguments; fears
and great misunderstanding of the word ‘oracle’
shows up; the beginning of the process of
healing of the animal aspects
Publishing The Cosmic Telepathy and You;
Johann Kössner’s second seminar in Warsaw;
outcome: fears among people with supersensory
perception got dispelled; relief of tensions
Publishing The Mayan factor, The Surfers of the
Zuvuya, The Earth Ascending; interview for the
Radio Rhythm in New York; inauguration of
discussions in the Society of Friends of the
Mayan Calendar; development of cooperation
with the American Polonia, translation of vol. 1
and 2 into French, English and German;
professor Leszek Weres, the eminent astrologist
quotes The Mayan Factor during his lecture on
Humanitarian Astrology for the American
Polonia
outcome: J. Argüelles and the knowledge of the
Maya enters the academic circle; interest of the
media
planned J. Argüelles’ visit to Poland
publishing of The Time and the Technosphere“
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To make the thing clear I wish to
add that numerous star systems e.g.
Arcturus, Pleiades, Orion, Sirius are
involved in transmitting information
onto the Earth.
Arcturus is responsible for the
spiritual grounds or the spiritual body.
Orion is in charge of the physical
grounds and the physical body; the
Pleiades take care of the emotional
grounds or the emotional body and
Sirius is responsible the mental
grounds or the mental body.

revolution

THE GALACTIC CYCLE OF PULSAR
Grounds

spiritual
1.

attracting
the theme

physical
2. challenges
and natural
selection

emotional
movement
3. and
the supporting
tools

260-day cycle

connections

Magnetic
Arcturus
12.02.01 – 29.10.01

Ordering
(Lunar)

Orion

30.10.01 - 16.07.02

Electric
Pleiades
17.07.02 – 02.04.03

events
Publishing The Guide and The Key to the
Calendar - vol. I and II; Compendium, music Solar
Seals; promotion of the books in the R. Ulman
society; presentation of the Mayan Calendar at the
congress, commemorating 10 years of “Biopol”, in
Rynia; first workshops in Opole; accusations and
boycott of the books by ‘authorities’ in the esoteric
field – the calendar and J. Kössner are made up by
H. Kotwicka;
outcome: the Mayan knowledge finds its way to the
bioenergotherapists’ circles
Publishing The Mandalas, Time and Destiny;
promotion of the books by The Fourth Dimension
magazine; presentation of the Mayan Calendar at
the Society of Friends of The World Unknown; first
article in The World Unknown magazine; tempting
offers of cooperation (initiations, courses for
elites);
outcome: the greatest challenge is the lecture at
The Society of Friends of The World Unknown
(over 300 people in the room – I feel like running
away!)
Publishing The Mayan Oracle and Living the
Vegetarian Way; the first seminar of Johann
Kössner in Warsaw;
outcome: freeing from emotional reactions on the
sound of the word ‘oracle’, the books find their
way to the natural therapy offices; J. Kössner is no
longer a ‘phantom’; directing attention to the
necessity of healing of the animal potentials
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mental
4.

Self-existing
Sirius

strategy and the
vision of goal

03.04.03 – 18.12.03

spiritual

Leading (Overtone)

directing

19.12.03 – 04.09.04

5.

Arcturus

physical
6.
balance

emotional
7.
support

Rhythmic
05.09.04 – 22.05.05

Orion

Publishing The Cosmic Thepathy and You; the
second seminar of Johann Kössner in Warsaw;
outcome: changes in the field of consciousness; a
positive influence of the knowledge on mental
health; common acceptance of the so-called
paranormal phenomena – supersensory perception
is an original ability of humans
Publication of The Mayan Factor , The Surfers of
the Zuvuya and The Earth Ascending; an interview
for Radio Rhythm
inauguration of debating meetings of The Society
of the Mayan Calendar; development of
cooperation with the American Polonia; translation
of vol. 1 and 2 into French, English and German;
professor Leszek Weres, the eminent astrologist
quotes The Mayan Factor during his lecture on
Humanitarian Astrology for the American Polonia
outcome: the possibility of joining in active
cooperation to increase the level of consciousness
of all the people interested and the Polonia all over
the world; availability of Polish books makes it
possible for the Mayan knowledge to return to
where it comes from –our common success!

Resonant
23.05.05 – 06.02.06
usw.

Pleiades

planned Jose Argüelles’ visit to Poland

Analogically, you can analyze your own solar and galactic cycles and mark your galactic birthday in
the 13-moon calendar.

Chromatics
In order to understand the cycles of chromatics you need to return to the previous information. Let
me remind you that in 1987 the galactic spin changed the direction of its movement from clockwise
(to the right) to counterclockwise (to the left). The movement to the left opens before us the new
concentrated structures, makes even keener observations possible. This is the so-called solar and
galactic circulation, inhale/exhale cycle. The information gets out with the exhale and the potential
realizes in the inhale (it turns into genetic code).We exhale in four steps (chromatics), five units each,
we inhale in five steps (harmonics), four units each.
Galactic infinity finds expression in the Mayan cosmology in the four galactic cycles of Time, the
origin of which is the primary chromatics Time-Atom. Their circulation repeats in form of the four
galactic forces: Fire, Blood, Manifestation (Truth) and Heaven (Ether). In those forces originated the
four clans. During chromatic movement, the so-called fifth force, the twenty tribes – galactic
colonizers, called interdimensional tribes of Time, understood as an evolutionary program, were
formed. (Note that the fifth force or G force is the power of radiation of the Time program; rays of the
intelligence of Time, sent from the galactic centre)
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Each chromatic unit embraces five of twenty solar and galactic tribes (seals); it begins and ends with
the seal of the same color family. The 52 chromatics run through every spin of the 260 days (260 kins
of the Tzolkin): 13 red, 13 white, 13 blue, 13 yellow. The green color supports the whole chromatics
Time-Atom (see picture G).
Chromatics is a cycle of five solar seals. We have four chromatics and five earthly families. You
belong to one of the five families and one of the four chromatics– your galactic signature will tell you
which exactly. At the bottom of your galactic certificate you can see the group of your chromatics.
Dynamics of movement and the course of chromatics in linear time create electromagnetic field
around the Earth. The chromatics is one of the four lines in the four-dimensional net around the theedimensional Earth. Their cyclical revolution starts at the north pole, diagonally down to the right (see
picture 39 or Compendium, p. 106). The electromagnetic field is the basic requirement for activating
of the collective telepathy.
As far as the arrangement of chakras is concerned, there are two independent orders: seven chakras
in the physical body and five chakras in its background. We share them with our brothers animals. The
third eye and the sexual chakra are missing. Those five chakras gather energy needed for physical life.
The chakra of heart encodes the four remaining ones.
As an expert on the Mayan cosmology you already know the ancient energetic reasons for the
blockage of the Heart Centre, and discontinuation of building the Time Channel. If you relate that
knowledge to the macrocosm, you know that the free flow of information between the Earth , the
internal planet, and Uranium , the external one, was disturbed because of the wars of Times. You are
now rebuilding the communication axis that crosses the chakra of heart on the Earth.
Because detailed interpretation requires thorough knowledge of the Mayan cosmology, I will
restrict myself to a short explanation of how you can use the information on the cycle of chromatics
provided here, in everyday life. This knowledge can be used in a natural diagnosis through fingers and
toes. Your fingers are specific safety valves. If your consciousness falls asleep you start stepping off
your path, your double – the Higher You - can access you through your fingers as well as your bone
joints. Each injury or pain is information that is to wake you up and shake you out of apathy. It is
typical of us humans to react to the pain first. Know that your body never lies. The injured finger and
the seal assigned to it will tell you on what stage your consciousness stopped and what you do not
want to heal.
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Protection rings
Some time ago the Atlantis rings became really fashionable, it was a kind of really esoteric
madness. They were to protect against bad energy, spells, accidents, misfortunes. An illusion of the
20th and the 21st century. The cosmic truth states that the power lies not within the tool but in the
consciousness, in the power of thought. The belief in magic powers of the tool gave it its force but
only apparently and up to some moment. Many of those who put on the ring found about it when the
ring suddenly became uncomfortable, caused inner tension, ‘provoked’ misfortunes, and health
problems. As it already has been affirmed, the body never lies. The reason for these discomforts was
obviously not the ring but the rebellion of the Higher Self. The natural defense mechanism of the
consciousness turned on: do not protect yourself, experience! Develop your spirituality, give up the
useless ‘walking stick’. The Atlantis ring is one of the tricks of the modern trainers of fear: ring the
world with a metal circle and do not let it onto the spiral orbit. Know that the ring is a circle and the
circle is an orbit of the Old Time, the symbol of energy encoded in numbers 12:60, the energy of fear,
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enslavement and the crave for power. The 12:60 orbit allows us to rotate in a circle, though keeps
moving faster and more skillfully, it still keeps us on one level. We behave like a cat running after his
own tail. Our natural orbit is a spiral one. We rotate, but with every circle, our spiral takes us higher to
the other level.
Pay attention to the finger on which you wear your Atlantis ring (if you do). Is it the right ring
finger? If so you, you block the channels of intuition of the Blue Night. Is it the left ring finger? You
limit the inner freedom and the cognitive abilities of the Red Skywalker. Maybe it is the middle right
finger? Then you close the telepathy channels of the White Wind. Is it the left middle finger? Then you
reject the gift of will of the Yellow Human and fall to the suggestions of your guru.
The conscious work with the cycles of your harmonics and chromatics will gradually let you get
closer to your original essence – the essence of the five-dimensional man.
The harmonics show that you cannot get there by yourself. Every single time cell bases on the output
of the previous one. If the one before you fails, the foundation of your time cell will be unstable and
faulty. Instead of building, you will have to survive. If you fail, you will make the actions of those
who are to come after you more difficult. So open up to the people, do not stay closed within the four
walls, let other faces and those who think differently come to you. Make a friendly gesture in the
direction of those seemingly unfriendly. You never know if the proverbial enemy is the missing part of
your galactic code. You will not find it out without knowing his date of your birth. In lak’ech – ‘I am
your second self, you are my second self.’ There is really no the other or a different one. There is only
one I, as we means I – the single planetary organism.
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ANNEX

28

AFIRMATIONS

General Protection
Give your consciousness an order:
From now on, always and everywhere, my judicious consciousness will protect me,
in dreams, in reality and at any moment when my ability to keep watch is asleep.
If you utter these words consciously and with strong faith, you will guarantee yourself the
protection for the whole life. You will soon start to sense the moments when somebody tries to suggest
you something or draw out your energy (the so-called energetic vampirism, conscious or
unconscious). Your consciousness will give you various signs, e.g. anxiety, folding of the lotus petals
in chakras, sensations in the solar plexus, an impulse on the left or right hand finger etc. When you
feel it, tell yourself in thoughts that you are registering that, and surround yourself with the white light.
Sometimes you can only notice after a few days that something got tangled up into your aura (but not
into the chakras!). Cut those mental lines, moving to the right and send out blue, transforming energy.

The White Light column
Take three breaths in and three breath out, inhale through the nose, exhale through the mouth.
Join mentally your Source (e.g. Higher Self). Surround yourself with a column of white light
that reaches up to the seventh (or thirteenth) dimension. Then say:
I can see white and golden energy falling over me, surrounding me,
permeating me to up to the crystal core of the Mother Earth.

Susceptibility to suggestions of the people (e.g. in groups)
and the whispers of the astral worlds
I close the access to my chakras and all the cells of my body,
to everything that is not mine and does not come from the Light.
Surround yourself with a column of white light.
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Protection of the self, the house,
the workplace, particular cause
Send your unconditioned love to the Source, e.g. the Higher Self (three times). Summon yourself
(or your apartment etc.) to your hands. By moving left, cut mentally all the invisible low energy lines
that got tangled into your aura (or the aura of your house), especially on the level of your solar plexus,
the chin and the chakras of your hands, 60 cm from your body. Send there the blue transforming
energy and surround yourself with white light. Then say:
Now, I am entering the center, collecting all low vibrations in my hands: falsehood, insincerity,
lies, envy, scheming of the earthly and celestial consciousnesses and beings, suggestions of my
and other egos. I am making a red sphere out of that. I am lighting up the white candle (mentally),
I am throwing the sphere into the flame of the candle and I am asking you…. (call your source, e. g.
Higher Self) to take over this flame and change it into the Light of Love, Light and Mercy.
Thank you, I trust your power (three times).
Light the candle mentally. Do not get dependant on any tools. This way you will be able to act at
any moment, any place and in every situation, e.g. out on the streets or at work. Remember that the
real warrior of Light does not fight with his sword (!!!) but with his wisdom. Any form of fight,
dialogue, or attention is a challenge and provocation so many of us are waiting for. So do not discuss it
but act. Discover your power! In unconditioned love you are undefeated!

Debt of gratitude, e.g. free from treatments
To all the people I ever treated for free I return their energetic and karmic freedom. They owe me
nothing.

Conflict with a child or over-protectiveness
I return the energetic and karmic freedom to my son / daughter …….. (call your child’s name) on
all possible levels.
Then, moving right, cut mentally the umbilical cord and direct a stream of white light there.

Reluctance, obsessive thoughts
I am setting myself free form all energetic and karmic connections on all possible levels.
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Vindictiveness, traumas
I return this person (call his / her name) the energetic and karmic freedom on all possible levels.
I am sending him / her unconditioned love and unconditioned forgiveness. I am sending myself the
unconditioned love and forgiveness.

Persecution complexes
I am giving back to the past all the feelings and sensations of my body that do come from the Light.
Throw them mentally behind you and by moving left cut the mental thread that connects you to
the energies on the level of your solar plexus. Surround yourself with the white light and say in your
thoughts:
According to my will (three times).

Perception of the astral worlds:
problems with astral beings (phenomena)
Breathe in and out three times. Then say in your thoughts:
I am setting myself free form all the energetic and karmic connections with those beings on all
possible levels. All experiences I have gathered I am passing them on to th Higher Self (the Light).
Breathe in and out three times.
Do not send the beings to the Light yourself, because some new ones will replace them and this
process will never end. It is possible that you will not be able to manage that situation. Unless this is
what you want. Your choice!

Problems with the dead that you had known
(beware the Phantoms, you will recognize them by their eyes, then act as above)
Take three breaths in and out. Then say firmly but without emotions:
I see you and feel you (call the dead by his / her name). Know that you are dead for the physical
world. You are living in the astral world now. I am setting yourself and myself free from all the
energetic and karmic connections on all possible levels and I am asking you to leave to the Light.
I am sending you the pure and unconditioned love and unconditioned forgiveness. I am sending
you the pure and unconditioned love and unconditioned forgiveness. We do not owe each other
anything. According to the will of the Source - according to the will of the Source – according
to the will of the Source.
Cut this line mentally (the spectral) by moving left. Breathe in and out three times. Open your
eyes.

